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CLSS Room Seek 

Room Seek allows you to see what rooms are available for your sections.  Room Seek will only be 

available after the room assignment phase is complete.  It will be available in the Review phase and 

beyond for each term.  It is available in three main areas of the CLSS screens. 

 

CLSS Front Page 

 

CLSS Picker 

 

 

    CLSS Meetings Details Tab 

 

When working with a section with only one meeting pattern, a room can be searched for from any of 

the three locations.  

TIP: If you have multiple meeting patterns you will want to search for a room on the Meeting Details of 

EACH of the patterns. 
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25Live Room Seek: Available, Meets All Criteria 

Rooms shown on this tab are rooms that meet all the criteria that has chosen in CLSS. This includes Max 

Enrollment, Room Features, Campus, and Meeting Pattern. 

The rooms returned in this search will be limited to the Room Features selected in CLSS. The search 

below was for a general purpose, Evansdale campus, iDesign standard classroom. If the room features 

were set to an Evansdale departmental room only the departmental rooms that the SLI has access to will 

be displayed. 

TIP: If a search returns no results try changing the Room Features and running the search again. For 

example, if no iDesign standard classrooms are available, change the Room Features to iDesign plug and 

play. 
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25Live Room Seek: Available, Criteria Not Met 

The Available, Criteria Not Met tab returns rooms that are available, but they are lacking one of the 

three criteria that you had specified in CLSS. 

Red Column: This displays the room capacity. 

Yellow Column: This displays any deficit in the room capacity in relation to your Max Enrollment. For 

example, in the window below, AER-E 135 has a max capacity of 74 and this section in CLSS is set up with 

a max enrollment of 75. The AER-E 135 is short one seat to meet the needs of this section.  If you can 

decrease the max enrollment of your section, you would then be able to assign this room. 

Blue Column: Displays the features that are missing for each room displayed in relation to what was 

specified in CLSS. For example. MTL-D 114 is available but it is not on the Evansdale campus and is not 

an iDesign Standard Classroom as specified in the Room Features preferences that were chosen in CLSS 

for the section.  If you want to select a room with different room features, correct the room features on 

your section and then select the room. 

TIP: The Available, Criteria Not Met tab will display rooms on both campuses and will display rooms that 

do not meet the criteria of your section. We recommend using this to see the available rooms, 

correcting any data in your section that is needed and then selecting the room once it shows in the 

“Available, Meets All Criteria” section.   
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25Live Room Seek: Not Available 

The rooms listed on this tab are rooms that are not available. These either do not meet the meeting 

pattern selected or are occupied during the selected meeting pattern. 

 

 

Room Selected 

Once a room is selected it is displayed on the CLSS main page. 

 


